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Abstract: The accuracy of two-dimensional hydrodynamic models (2D models) is improved when
high-resolution Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are used. However, the entailed high spatial
discretisation results in excessive computational expenses, thus prohibiting their implementation
in real-time forecasting especially at a large scale. This paper presents a sub-model approach that
adapts 1D static models to tailor high-resolution 2D model grids relevant to specified targets, such
that the tailor-made 2D hydrodynamic sub-models yield fast processing without significant loss of
accuracy via a GIS-based multi-scale simulation framework. To validate the proposed approach,
model experiments were first designed to separately test the impact of two outcomes (i.e., the reduced
computational domains and the optimised boundary conditions) towards final 2D prediction results.
Then, the robustness of the sub-model approach was evaluated by selecting four focus areas with
distinct catchment terrain morphologies as well as distinct rainfall return periods of 1–100 years.
The sub-model approach resulted in a 45–553 times faster processing with a 99% reduction in the
number of computational cells for all four cases; the goodness of fit regarding predicted flood extents
was above 0.88 of F2, flood depths yield Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE) below 1.5 cm and the
discrepancies of u- and v-directional velocities at selected points were less than 0.015 ms−1. As such,
this approach reduces the 2D models’ computing expenses significantly, thus paving the way for
large-scale high-resolution 2D real-time forecasting.

Keywords: GIS-based multi-scale simulation; targets-specified modelling; sub-model tailoring; large-
scale high-resolution flood modelling; real-time forecasting

1. Introduction

Urban floods pose escalating threats to human settlements in times of continued ur-
banisation and climate change [1]. To mitigate the flood risks and the related consequences,
a flood forecasting system that complies with two criteria: (i) accurate spatial and temporal
flood predictions and (ii) sufficient lead time between rainfall predictions and flood predic-
tions, is considered as a prerequisite to provide precise early warnings for decision-makers.
Therefore, to identify an accurate and timely urban flood model to configure such a system,
we review two types of models: (i) 2D hydrodynamic models (Section 1.1) and (ii) 1D static
models (Section 1.2). After summarising the strengths and potentials for the two models,
the scientific innovation of the proposed approach is outlined by identifying a 1D/2D
complementary solution maximising the potentials of two models while minimizing their
limitations (Section 1.3).

1.1. 2D Hydrodynamic Models (2D Models)

By enabling more realistic 2D dynamic flows across regular grids, 2D models are
advocated as a preferential approach for urban flood simulations [2–6]. However, 2D
models tend to be computationally expensive. When numerical solvers (implicit/explicit
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solvers) are executed in a high spatial discretisation based on a fine grid, to stabilise the
models, the optimum time steps must be decreased accordingly, which boost processing
time considerably. Although applying a coarse grid is considered a straightforward way to
reduce computing time, it turns out that the extra details inherent in high-resolution DEMs
can benefit simulation accuracy substantially [7–9]. Particularly when micro-topography
dominates the direction of flood propagation, grid coarsening may smear critical elevation
information resulting in imprecise inundation distributions [10,11]. Recently, the occurrence
of decimetric DEMs allows for the inclusion of more detailed micro-topographies in urban
flood models, which initiates a new high-resolution simulation era. However, due to the
prohibitive processing time, high-resolution applications have been limited to small scale
modelling only [10,12]. For the same reason, the use of high-resolution grids in real-time
forecasts (nowcasting) is impractical. Consequently, applying high-resolution DEMs to
large-scale modelling and real-time forecasts remains challenging.

To improve the 2D models’ computational efficiency, four speed-up approaches may
be employed: (i) parallelization technology taking advantage of Graphics Processing Units
(GPUs), multi-core Central Processing Units (MCs), remotely distributed computers and
cloud computing such as JFLOW-GPU [13], OpenMP [14], MPI libraries [15], FloodMap-
Paraller model [16] and CityCAT [17]; (ii) a simplified hydrodynamic model approach that
solves simplified governing equations, whereby reasonable flood extents and depths can
be yielded quickly although the momentum conservation is less emphasized, e.g., inertial
LISFLOOD-FP [18] and Quasi 2D [19]; (iii) a coarse-grid approach, where computational
time is reduced by increasing the grid size [8]; to compensate for loss of accuracy due to
smearing of details, especially around buildings, various improvements have been intro-
duced, including sub-grid treatment [20–22], the multi-cell approach [23], the multi-layered
approach [24] and the porosity parameter approach [25–28]; and (iv) the Cellular Automata
(CA) approach, where a universal transition rule is coded for spatial discretization in the
simulation, thus achieving a reduced-complexity procedure in 2D models [29–32]. Whereas
these technologies may reduce computational costs to some extent, new fast-approaching
remote sensing technologies delivering enhanced data accuracy in tremendous volumes are
even more difficult for them to handle [10,12,33–42]. Especially, the use of a high-resolution
modelling grid is the precondition to explicitly include all detailed spatial representations
of datasets into 2D simulations. Thus, the computational efficiency of 2D models remains a
challenge in the high-resolution data context.

1.2. 1D Static Models (Fast-Inundation Models)

Due to the fast processing speed, 1D models have been widely implemented in
engineering practices for decades [43–48]. With the simulation time in seconds, 1D fast-
inundation models have been drawn increasing attention. Noteworthy examples include
RFIM [49–51], RFSM [52–54], ISIS-FAST [55], FCDC [56], GUFIM [57], SCALGO [58],
USISM [59] and Arc-Malstrøm [60], CA-ffé [61] and Safer_RAIN [62]. A conception of
“hydrostatic condition” [52], also known as the “flat water assumption” [63] is commonly
embedded as the underlying algorithm in these models. With mass conservation as the
only governing law and disregarding temporal evolution, the fast-inundation models
present a filling/spilling process within the predefined flow patterns thus resulting in
rapid predictions. In this piece of research, we name the process “1D static flow”. This type
of model is divided into two types [59]: one is used for point-source triggered floodings
caused by dam breaching and riverbank overflow (RFIM, RFSM, ISIS-FAST, FCDC, CA-ffé);
the other (non-point source models) is more directly relevant to stormwater-inundations
in urban areas (GUFIM, USISM, Arc-Malstrøm, Safer_RAIN). By using 1D static flows
instead of 2D hydrodynamic flows the fast inundation models gain computational efficiency
substantially, and thus a fast-processing speed is obtained particularly when dealing with
large-scale high-resolution DEMs. However, there are two notable drawbacks: Firstly,
due to their intrinsic neglect of time evolution, they cannot reproduce flow dynamics
(i.e., hydrographs), and peaks may be miss-captured in such static simulations; Secondly,
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they do not account for the conservation of momentum and, therefore, cannot provide flow
velocities, which is essential to flood risk assessments.

1.3. Hypothesis and Research Objectives

In combination with Geographic Information System (GIS), 1D models can be a
powerful tool for the large-scale urban flood modelling [3]. So, the idea is to use 1D
models to rapidly identify a coarse 1D flow condition at a large scale, and then based
on the 1D results, those high-resolution 2D model grids that do not pose a flood risk
to specified targets, i.e., irrelevant grids, are to be eliminated. Ultimately, detailed 2D
hydrodynamic models using the tailored model girds can be executed cost-efficiently at a
local catchment scale. In addition, given the specific modelling task, the selected models
should be tailored by deliberately ignoring the incidental modelling complexities [64].
Here, to pursue the fastest processing speed, a 1D static model (i.e., Arc-Malstrøm) using
the simplest “filling/spilling routine” was selected and thus the other 1D hydrodynamic
models reflecting the temporal evolution were omitted deliberately. Meanwhile, to pursue
the highest accuracy in flow dynamics, a full 2D model (i.e., MIKE FLOOD) was selected,
and thus the other fast 2D models using numeric approximations were omitted deliberately.
In this way, the combination would avoid the prohibitive processing time in full 2D models
while compensating for the deficiencies in 1D static models, therefore achieving a 1D/2D
complementary approach [65]. To authors’ literature knowledge, this is the first time that
1D and 2D models are utilised together via a GIS-based multi-scale simulation framework.

This paper presents a sub-model approach that adapts the 1D static model for tailor-
ing the 2D model grids based on specified targets, thus achieving fast large-scale high-
resolution 2D hydrodynamic modelling without significant loss of the accuracies. To
investigate the influence of the domain reductions, the MIKE FLOOD predictions based on
the sub-model domain were benchmarked against the ones for the full domain, and further
compared to the one defined from municipality borders. Meanwhile, to investigate the
validity of the suggested boundary conditions, the discrepancies of optimal boundary con-
dition were compared to the ones of uniform closed-/open-boundary conditions. Finally,
to prove robustness, performances of four sub-models in the context of different terrain
morphologies as well as different rainfall return periods were benchmarked and compared.

2. Methodology

The sub-model approach consists of three modules (Modules I–III, as illustrated in
Figure 1 and Appendix A). Module I extracts the 1D network from the DEMs and enables
a fast-inundation simulation considering the spatial-varying rainfall. Modules II performs
the upstream tracing operation and identifies the sub-impact zones relevant to specified
targets. Module III extracts the critical computational cells based on identified sub-impact
zones and configures the reduced domain and the optimised boundary condition for the
full 2D hydrodynamic modelling. The general procedure is programmed and wrapped up
within the ArcGIS Desktop ver. 10.6’s Python programming interface (ArcPy).

2.1. 1D Network Generation and Fast-Inundation Modelling (Module I)

To extract the 1D surface network from the large-scale high-resolution DEMs, we used
the GIS-based method developed by [60]. The 1D network includes four hydro-objects:
blue spots (sinks), their sub-impact zones (catchments), their pour points, and stream
links. “Blue spots” refers to all surface depressions [66]. “Sub-impact zones” describes the
blue spots’ upstream catchments based on so-called “8N approach” [67–69]. “Pour points”
denotes the overflow positions along the blue spots’ rims. “Stream links” describes the
topological connectivity between blue spots, i.e., flow paths. For the detailed GIS workflow,
please refer to [60]. In addition, to quickly estimate a coarse flood volume distribution
(i.e., Boolean flow conditions, spill-over/non-spill-over) across the basin-wise 1D network,
we developed a link-based fast-inundation algorithm (Figure 2a).
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Figure 1. Illustration of the sub-model approach. In the central column, shaded boxes represent
three major modules; light grey boxes are required inputs and final outputs; dashed-line boxes are
intermediate data between different modules. Phase I and Phase II (left side) represent the two major
phases, where different levels of modelling complexities (1D static/2D hydrodynamic model) are
applied at different scales (basin/local catchment scale) to achieve a holistic computational efficiency
via a GIS-based multi-scale simulation framework.

Figure 2. (a) The link-based fast-inundation algorithm. (b) The targets-based upstream tracing opera-
tion, where the dark grey shaded boxes represent major steps and light grey boxes are input data.
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The suggested algorithm uses stream links as computational objects. Therefore, all
information related to sink features (points), i.e., Csink, Vrunoff, Vreceived, Vspilled and Vremaining,
is joined onto their intersected stream links (edges). This allows for the subsequent fast-
inundation calculation to be exclusively based on one stream link feature class’ attribute
table (see Figure 3c). The Shreve stream order [70] is used to determine the correct com-
putational order of stream links and the convergence order of excess flows. By governing
the conservation of mass balance within each stream link, flood volumes are computed
according to two flow conditions:

Figure 3. (a) The geometric features of the stream link feature class, where points represent sinks
with IDs (A–I), and edges representing their assigned stream links (S1–S8); the gradually darker
blue colour symbolized the increase in Shreve stream order (I–V), which determines the computing
sequence of stream links. (b) The targets-based upstream tracing operation, illustrated for target sink
I. Black arrows represent tracing directions when searching for connected upstream stream links
and the number of stream link features involved (S8–S6–S3–S1 and S8–S6–S4) intuitively reflecting
optimal tracing distances. Dark orange areas symbolized identified sub-impact zones to be included
while light orange areas symbolized eliminated sub-impact zones identified as irrelevant to the target
objects (Sink I). (c) The stream link feature class’ attribute table where the computational information
is constructed by joining two points onto one stream link based on their spatial intersection (i.e., points
A and C are the endpoints of edge S1).
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If Vreceived + Vruno f f > Csink, then Flow condition I is computed as below:

Vspilled = Vruno f f + Vreceived − Csink (1)

Vremaining = Csink (2)

Else Vreceived + Vruno f f ≤ Csink, then Flow condition II is computed as below:

Vspilled = 0 (3)

Vremaining = Vreceived + Vruno f f (4)

Notably, to account for the spatial-varying rainfall, Vrunoff is computed as below:

Vruno f f = Rcellsize
2 ×

n

∑
i=1

Ai (5)

where Csink is the sink’s capacity, and Vrunoff is runoff volume generated from the sink’s
catchment. Rcellsize is the cell size of the 2D rainfall (distributed dynamic rainfall) that has
the commensurate cell size of DEMs; Ai is the total rainfall depth contained by cell i in the
total rainfall raster (distributed static rainfall) that is aggregated from the 2D rainfall, and n
is the total number of rainfall cells within each sink’s catchment. Vspilled represents excess
volumes once the spill-over level is reached, Vremaining is the actual volume retained locally,
and Vreceived represents the converged flow volumes received from upstream connecting
links. Notably, the hydrological losses (i.e., evaporation and infiltration) and the presence
of underground drainage systems can be estimated as subtracted volumes either from the
corresponding sink capacity (i.e., Csink) or the total rainfall.

After enabling this algorithm, a stream link feature class incorporating geometric
features and their associated attribute table is produced (Figure 3a,c). In addition to the
computed results of Vspilled and Vremaining, topological connectivity identifying the next
downstream stream link is also self-established in the same table (upstream & downstream
sink ID, see Figure 3c), which is now ready for the upstream tracing operation as illustrated
in Figure 3b. In contrast to the method reported by [60], this new algorithm self-establishes
a data structure configuring all information within one table for the flooding computation
as well as the upstream tracing operation, thus leaving off the previous ArcGIS’s geometric
network environment. In addition, the use of Shreve stream order has effectively issued the
challenge of the computing order confusions due to the occurrence of infinite flow loops in
the 1D network. Both factors facilitate the automation and wrap-up of all modules in the
Python programming environment.

2.2. Targets-Based Upstream Tracing Operation (Module II)

To identify the relevant sub-impact zones, an algorithm is programmed to perform
an upstream tracing operation based on the stream link feature class. As illustrated in
Figure 2b, when introducing the target objects among urban infrastructures (e.g., buildings,
parks and roads) as input variables, the intersecting stream link features are first selected
(i.e., S8 as it intersects with Sink I) representing local inundations as well as their associated
inflow paths. Here, although spill-overs—due to the possible high-momentum flows—may
impact all the neighbourhood flow conditions, their significant volumes would follow the
preferential paths indicated by stream links, thus affecting the downstream flow conditions
primarily. Meanwhile, a sink could receive multiple inflows. To fully expose multiple
inflow paths, the procedure continuously matches all stream links by indexing the current
upstream sink ID until all the upstream stream links being identical downstream sink ID
were included (Figure 3c). More importantly, to reflect the actual flow continuity beyond
flow paths (simply indicating flow directions), flood volumes along the stream links are
considered by conserving the mass balance during the whole tracing procedure. Here,
based on Vspilled, we introduce a Boolean flow condition property (spill-over/non-spill-
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over, see Figure 3c) as a search termination criterion. So, stream links associated with
non-spilt-over sinks (i.e., tracing-brake features) are excluded from the search list, which
results in optimal stream links (i.e., S8-S6-S3-S1 or S8-S6-S4). In case of heavy rainfall, the
tracing distance would increase with more involved stream links due to the more densified
spilling configurations and vice versa (Figure 4). This thereby avoids a substantial risk
of tracing all connected flow paths basin-wise, such as Arc-Malstrøm’s upstream tracing
function and ArcGIS’ Watershed tool. Finally, since these identified stream links represent
all main flows related to specified inundation modelling, their intersected sub-impact zones
would suggest suitable modelling areas (domains) covering relevant runoff generations
(sheet-flow) as well as flood propagations (channel-flow).

Figure 4. Targets-based upstream tracing procedure along stream links at various uniform rainfall
scenarios, where the optimal tracing distance (red arrow) is determined from the continuity of
overland flow based on spill-over and non-spill-over properties. Note: The number of raindrops
represents the rainfall’s magnitude and No spill-over refers to the termination criterion to stop further
upstream tracing. In case of a distributed rainfall, various optimal tracing distance in relation to
target objects should be determined.

2.3. Tailor-Made 2D Sub-Model Tailoring and Modelling (Module III)

Urban flow is usually characterised by numerous transitions of supercritical flows
and numerical shocks [71]. Full 2D models are considered as best candidates to expose
the complicated flow dynamics. Thus, MIKE FLOOD’s rectangular cell solver, which
solves alternating direction implicit schemes on inertia wave equations (ADI), is used
in this module to obtain hydrodynamic 2D flow predictions [72]. More importantly, by
accounting for identified sub-impact zones, critical computational grid-cells (dark orange
cells) intersecting them are extracted from the high-resolution DEM’s grid. Thus, a reduced
modelling grid extent is identified simultaneously, resulting in efficient computational costs
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for MIKE FLOOD’s 2D simulations, see Figure 5a,b. Besides, the suggested 1D flow patterns
(blue edges) define that runoffs generated within the identified sub-impact zones must exit
at downstream terminal pour points (i.e., Sink I’s pour point), only. To be consistent with
these described 1D flow conditions, the irrelevant grid-cells (light orange cells) within the
reduced modelling grid extent should be assigned the Nodata value to prevent outwards
2D flow leakages along upstream edges. 2D weirs should be established by pulling up
the terminal pour point’s surrounding elevation values (marked ↓ in Figure 5b) to the
spilling level, while sufficient retention volumes >Vspilled should be accommodated to the
downstream side of the 2D weirs by decreasing the associated grid-cell elevations (marked
× in Figure 5b). With establishing the closed boundary conditions along the upstream
edges and the open-boundary conditions at all the terminal pour point positions, we
define such a boundary condition set-up as the optimised boundary conditions (the red
outline). Notably, for the grid-cells intersecting the internal subtracted areas or buildings,
their elevation values should be substituted by a specified value (e.g., 100). As such, the
computational domain excluding Nodata value as well as the specified value defines the
final computational domain for 2D models thus configuring the reduced domains (dark
orange cells) for the sub-model approach. Based on the reduced domain and the optimised
boundary conditions determined above, additional complexities (e.g., hydrological losses,
distributed roughness surface values, impervious surface types, subsurface flows and
hydraulic behaviours concerning rooftops) may be involved subsequently at the local
catchment scale. Thus, this GIS-based method ultimately produces tailor-made sub-models
providing fast 2D flow predictions.

Figure 5. (a) The intersection between sub-impact zones and the high-resolution DEM’s grids. (b) The
computational domain determination for MIKE FLOOD’s 2D simulation, where dark orange grid-
cells represents critical computational cells configuring the reduced computational domain, the blue
frame represents the reduced rectangular modelling grid extent and the red frame represents the
reduced computational domain and the optimised boundary conditions. The red grid-cell represents
the location of terminal pour points, and the grid-cells marked ↓ configure the 2D weir having the
spilling elevation level. Furthermore, the grid-cells marked × configure retention volumes based on
decreased elevations.

2.4. Model Experiments

The sub-model approach suggests two outcomes: (i) reduced computational domains
and (ii) optimised boundary conditions. To clarify the individual effect, their validities
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were investigated separately as two-folds: On one hand, the suggested domains can lead
to fast 2D predictions in MIKE FLOOD. Yet, their prediction accuracy may be affected
as well. To quantify the influence of domain reductions, tests using consistent boundary
conditions were conducted to validate this method against benchmark results, and the
other domain reduction approach (Municipality domain approach, Section 2.4.1) was used
for comparison purposes. On the other hand, optimised boundary conditions may lead
to prediction discrepancies along the boundary areas. To evaluate the influence of the
various boundary conditions adopted, tests (Section 2.4.2) using the consistent domain
were conducted to compare benchmarking discrepancies in different boundary conditions.
Furthermore, according to [73], different terrain morphology may impact overland flow
patterns significantly, tests (Section 2.4.3) were carried out on different catchments (within
the Greve basin described in Section 3.1) under different associated regional rainfalls
(Section 3.3) to validate the robustness of the sub-model approach.

2.4.1. Domain Reduction Tests (Sub-Model Approach vs. Municipality Domain Approach)

We identified the full-basin domain approach, where the entire drainage basin area has
flow directions pointing towards the outlet (i.e., ArcGIS’ Basin/Watershed tool). Further,
this approach converts the whole area into the full 2D domain in MIKE FLOOD. As we
enable 2D dynamic flows at the full-basin domain, this approach reproduces the most
accurate flow dynamics thus taken as the benchmark solution. Yet, without having any
specified targets, this approach reflects general modelling targets. In contrast, taking
the buildings within focus area A as the specific target objects (Map A, Figure 6), we
identified two different reduced domains following two approaches: (i) the sub-model
approach, where the sub-model domain was delineated as the suggested approach; (ii) the
municipality domain approach, where a reduced domain was delineated simply based on
municipality borders enveloping all target objects.

Figure 6. Case study area: Basin divisions for Zealand and location of the Greve basin (upper left);
the hydro-conditioned elevation model (1.6 m resolution) covering the Greve basin (upper right).
Map A, B, C and D show four selected focus areas and their target objects (buildings) that were hit by
the extreme rainfall event on 2 July 2011. Areas marked with a red × represent locations where water
depths and velocity hydrographs are extracted (L-shaped in the northeast, F-shaped in the south).
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To ensure the consistent starting point for comparisons, the same inputs—i.e., DEMs
Section 3.2 and Rainfall Section 3.3—were used for the three approaches. Yet, due to
the different domains determined from the different approaches, the two inputs for the
sub-model approach and the municipality domain approach were tailored by having a
mask operation (e.g., ArcGIS’ Extract by Mask tool) based on their suggested domain,
respectively. Finally, the predictions of the sub-model approach and the municipality
domain approach were both validated against the benchmark solution within the same
extents of the masks, and discrepancies of the two approaches were further compared
regarding flood extents, flood depths, internal points’ hydrographs and computational
efficiencies. In this test, to exclude the influence of the inconsistent boundary conditions,
uniform closed-boundary conditions were adopted for all three approaches (the test results
based on uniform open-boundary conditions are provided in Appendix A).

2.4.2. Boundary Condition Comparison Tests (Optimised Boundary Conditions vs.
Uniform Closed-Boundary Conditions vs. Uniform Open-Boundary Conditions)

We identified the optimised boundary conditions as suggested by the sub-model
approach. With the same sub-model domain, the simulations based on uniform closed-
boundary conditions and the uniform open-boundary conditions were carried out for
comparison purposes. Like in Section 2.4.1, the same rainfall input was used for the three
approaches. All these results were validated against the benchmark solution within the
same extent of the sub-model domain respectively, and their discrepancies were compared
regarding flood extents and flood depths. Finally, the internal points that illustrated
significant discrepancies in hydrographs (Section 2.4.1) were investigated further.

2.4.3. General Applicability Tests (Sub-Model A vs. B vs. C vs. D)

We selected four focus areas (Map A, B, C and D, Figure 6) representing various
typical topographies from the three regions described in Section 3.1, and buildings (orange
polygons in Map A, B, C and D) were in turn listed as specified target objects. Four sub-
models and their predictions were generated by targeting different flooded objects as well
as their associated rainfalls representing return periods of 1–100 years (detailed rainfall
inputs are provided in Appendix B). Likewise, the benchmark solution was used to validate
their discrepancies within the same extents of the four sub-models’ domains. To pursue
the most accurate sub-model predictions, their identified optimised boundary conditions
were adopted in this test.

2.4.4. Performance Indicators

To measure the discrepancies against the benchmark solution in terms of peak flood
extents and depths, we used F2 statistic [74] and Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE) as
the indicators.

F2 =

n
∑

i=1
PM1B1

i

n
∑

i=1
PM1B1

i +
n
∑

i=1
PM0B1

i +
n
∑

i=1
PM1B0

i

(6)

RMSE =

√√√√√ n
∑

i=1
(DM

i − DB
i )

2

n
(7)

where Pi
M1B1 is a value of 1 for cells wetted both in modelled results and benchmark results,

Pi
M0B1 is a value of 1 for cells wetted in benchmark results but to be dry in modelled results,

and Pi
M1B0 is a value of 1 for cells wetted in modelled results but to be dry in benchmark

results. Di
M is the maximum flood depth for modelled results, and Di

B is the maximum
flood depth for the benchmark results.
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3. Case Studies
3.1. Study Site

The study area is “the Greve basin” located in Zealand, Denmark, approximately
30 km SW of Copenhagen, that includes both rural and urban areas. The study basin’s
extent of 73.8 km2 was determined from a Danish nationwide hydro-conditioned elevation
model (DHyM) using ArcGIS’ Basin tool. With reference to Figure 6, the eastern urbanised
region’s terrain (dark orange) is low-lying and flat (average elevation of 3.81 ± 1.85 m), the
central region (light orange) is slightly undulating (average elevation of 14.74 ± 5.44 m)
while the westernmost region (yellow to green) is the highest-lying with the steepest gradi-
ents within the basin (average elevation of 37.4 ± 8.84 m). Thus, the basin’s topography
demonstrates complications regarding the spatial variation of terrains. In addition, a
receptor waterbody (blue polygon, Figure 6) representing sea level elevation is located
towards east/southeast acting as the basin’s outlet collecting all runoff.

3.2. Input DEMs and Pre-Processing Enhancements

The generation of the urban surface runoff network (Section 2.1) benefits from the
quality of the DEM regarding grid size, data accuracy (horizontal/vertical), DEM genera-
tion technologies and data sources [73,75,76]. To avoid massive computational expenses
while incorporating enough precision to reflect micro-topographies such as road curbs,
the DHyM with a resolution of 1.6 m and a vertical accuracy of 0.05 m was selected [77].
However, since this DHyM excludes roof elevations and contains ground elevations only,
an urban surface runoff network analysis based exclusively on a DHyM may lead to
miss-reflections of localised floods and an underestimation of total sink volumes [11,73].
If instead, a Digital Surface Model (DSM) is used, this may include noises from, for ex-
ample, tree canopies and parked cars. Sensitive to these issues, building elevations from
a DSM was fused with the DHyM, thus obtaining a “combined” DEM as input to the
sub-model approach.

3.3. Rainfall

An extreme precipitation event on 2 July 2011 was selected. Due to the large extent
of the Greve basin, we used data from five available rain gauges to cover the basin-wise
rainfall heterogeneities (see Figure 7). The Thiessen polygon approach was applied to
distribute precipitation data from these rain gauges onto their nearest neighbourhoods
(Figure 7), simulating the pattern of the progressively decreasing rainfall from the eastern
coastline towards the western inland. According to the time-series for I5805 (shown as
hyetographs in Figure 7), the overall simulation time of 172 min was used for MIKE
FLOOD, where the simulation continued for 97 min after the main peak, allowing for the
sufficient time for flood peaks to flow through the landscape.

3.4. Modelling Parameters

To ensure the comparison consistency, the same default parameters for the MIKE
FLOOD [72] were used for 2D engine computations throughout three model experiments.
So, a uniform surface friction value (Manning Roughness Coefficient, M = 32) was assumed,
and a dry surface was defined as the initial condition. In case of the insignificant influence
of evaporation and infiltration and drainage systems during the rainfall event, the 100%
rainfall-runoff conversion was assumed, and drainage systems were excluded for MIKE
FLOOD’s 2D flow computations.
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Figure 7. Spatial rainfall distribution based on Thiessen polygons and corresponding time-series rain
gauge data.

4. Results
4.1. Domain Reduction Tests
4.1.1. Maximum Depth Flood Extent

MIKE FLOOD’s 2D prediction results produced from the three different domains
are presented in Figure 8a–c, where a 10 cm flood depth was adopted as the threshold
defining critical flood depths. To demonstrate the discrepancies of maximum depth flood
extents, binary analyses (dry/wet) from the status of the flooded cells were conducted
(Figure 9a,b). The predicted inundation extents had a good agreement in most areas, while
overestimations occurred along the downstream edge as expected from using the closed
boundary. In contrast to the municipality domain approach, the sub-model approach
returned fewer overestimations that tended to occur near terminal pour points only.

The critical depth threshold value defining the flood extent may affect the results
significantly. To fully expose the flood extent discrepancies of the two approaches, their
results were further compared using different threshold values. In Table 1, high goodness
of fit above 0.86 was observed in both approaches for either a depth threshold of 0.01 m or
0.05 m. However, following progressive increases of the threshold value, the sub-model
approach showed a robust performance on flood extent predictions with F2 values > 0.91,
while the F2 value for the municipality domain approach started to drop sharply at the
value of 0.15 m. Apparently, the municipality domain approach produces more errors
concerning the predicted extent of the deep water. This is due to the inappropriate closed
boundary conditions adopted near the downstream edge.
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Figure 8. 2D flow domains determined by three approaches and their associated predictions based
on MIKE FLOOD. (a) The full-basin domain determined from the full-basin high-resolution DEM.
Notably, since the downstream receptor water body is involved as one part of the computation
domains to collect the basin runoffs, the predictions on land areas can be considered as benchmark
results, whereas the uniform closed boundary was adopted. (b) The sub-model domain, where
the sub-model approach delineates the reduced domain accounting for the basin-wise 1D static
flows. (c) The municipality domain determined from municipality borders. The red frame represents
the extent of 2D model grids, the dotted frame defines the external modelling boundary, and the
transparent spaces in-between two frames define the Nodata grid-cells. The grid-cells with the value
of 100 define the excluded internal domain (i.e., buildings and non-spilling sub-impact zones) in
MIKE FLOOD. Note: The figure to the right side of Figure 8a shows benchmark results zoomed to
the same extent as the other approaches for easy comparisons.

Table 1. F2 values for the sub-model approach vs. the municipality domain approach.

Depth Threshold (m) 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4

Sub-Model Approach F2 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.91
Municipality Domain

Approach F2 0.91 0.86 0.81 0.77 0.73 0.69 0.60 0.50 0.32

4.1.2. Maximum Flood Depth

Figure 9c,d show the spatial distribution of the maximum flood depth differences
(subtracting benchmark results from the sub-model domain’s predictions and the munici-
pality domain’s predictions). Discrepancies of ±0.05 m were seen in majority areas of the
sub-model domains. Interestingly, most underestimations of −0.05 m were found at the
upstream side of the sub-impact zones for the sub-model approach. This may be explained
by the “8N approach” adopted when determining flow directions, where runoff is forced
into one direction of eight adjacent cells. Thus, based on this “confined flow” algorithm,
each sub-impact zone delineated was considered as the minimum contributing area only.
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If we refer to the flow direction along the steepest gradient as the major runoff (being
fully harvested) and other directions as minor runoff, then the minor runoff, especially
along defined upstream boundaries, may be miss-captured. Nevertheless, discrepancies of
<0.05 m, compared to the vertical accuracy of the DEMs used, is considered insignificant.
Close to the downstream boundary of the municipality domain, regional overestimations
were observed in maximum flood depths. Because the closed boundary pulled up the
spilling level limitlessly, the maximum differences >1 m may be considered as problematic
deviations from the benchmark. Notably, those red pixels indicating the highest flow
accumulations suggest shifted terminal pour point positions as opposed to the sub-model
approach. Apparently, for these positions, the sub-model approach produced signifi-
cantly fewer over-predictions for the downstream boundary than did the municipality
domain approach.

The histograms of maximum depth differences are displayed in Figure 9e,f. A higher
frequency of over-predictions occurred for the municipality domain approach’s histogram,
while a near-symmetric distribution of over- and under-predictions, approximately similar
to the normal error distribution, was identified for the sub-model approach. The statistics
for the maximum flood depth difference for both approaches were summarised in Table 2.
RMSE of 0.02 m for the sub-model approach in the overall domain were below the vertical
accuracy of the DEM. To validate prediction discrepancies adjacent to targeted buildings,
a targeting section was also delineated by creating a buffer (3.2 m, the width of two grid
cells) around them. In targeting sections, marginal discrepancies were observed both in
benchmarking comparisons and in comparisons of the two approaches. This is possibly
due to the locations of the buildings that are far away from impact areas caused by the
backwater effect.

Table 2. Statistics of flood maximum depth difference for the sub-model approach vs. the municipality domain approach.

Overall Domain Targeting Section

Minimum
(m)

Maximum
(m)

Mean
(m)

RMSE
(m)

Minimum
(m)

Maximum
(m)

Mean
(m)

RMSE
(m)

Sub-model approach −0.37 0.68 0.00 0.02 −0.22 0.36 0.00 0.02
Municipality domain

approach −0.23 1.02 0.02 0.08 −0.23 0.43 0.01 0.02

4.1.3. Internal Points Depths and Velocity Hydrographs

To clarify discrepancies in spatial-temporal flow developments, hydrographs includ-
ing water depths and flow velocity in u- and v-directions were extracted for the three
approaches (Figure 10a,b). Two runoff patterns each containing 6 points were selected as
a simplified representation of runoff dynamics in the focus area A (see Figure 6, Map A),
referred to as an L- and F-shaped flow pattern. In the L-shaped flow pattern, the selected
positions are characterised by either conveyance flooding or ponding flooding [65]. Hence,
points 1, 3 and 5 identify areas where surface depressions result in permanent ponding,
whereas convergent and high-velocity flows occur near points 2, 4 and 6. The F-shaped
flow pattern is primarily characterised by localised ponding flooding. Point 7 denotes the
concentration of flows that collects runoffs from its north-westerly regions. This concen-
trated flow proceeds towards the southeast and intrudes into depression zones at point 8.
Yet, at this point, two branch currents split from the origin, where one flows over point 9
and terminates at point 10 as permanent ponding, while the other branch hits point 11 and
further flows towards point 12 presenting ponding flooding in the southernmost corner.
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Figure 9. Benchmarking discrepancies in Max. depth flood extents: (a) Sub-model approach’s
categorised map, (b) Municipality domain approach’s categorised maps. Benchmarking discrepancies
in Max. flood depths: (c) Sub-model approach’s depth difference map, (d) Municipality domain
approach’s depth difference map, (e) Sub-model approach’s histogram of Max. depth difference,
(f) Municipality domain approach’s histogram of Max. depth difference.
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Figure 10a shows hydrographs for points 1–6 in terms of depths, u- and v-velocities for
the L-shaped flow pattern. For points 1–5, good agreements with the benchmark regarding
depths hydrograph’s rising and falling limbs were obtained when using the sub-model
approach. For points 1 and 2, in contrast to the municipality domain approach, average
higher depth values accompanied by higher flow velocities for the sub-model approach
were observed. Most likely, this happens because the extended regions restored the flood-
ing propagation channel allowing more water outside the targeted region to enter, which is
consistent with findings by [78]. Additionally, whereas over-predictions occurred at the
downstream ponding area of point 6, this error of <~0.05 m was considered insignificant.
Apparently, u- and v-velocity hydrographs derived from the sub-model approach mostly
replicated the predictions in the benchmark at points 1–5. Yet, an entirely different flow
direction was identified at point 6 compared to the benchmark, whereas insignificant
differences of <0.02 ms−1 were found. As the consequence of the closed boundary, its
hydraulic behaviour alters the actual runoff patterns, i.e., spilling to downstream, into a per-
manent ponding condition, and further inverse the flow direction due to the corresponding
backwater effect.

Figure 10. Flood depth, u- and v-velocity hydrographs for points 1–12. (a) The L-shaped flow pattern;
(b) the F-shaped flow pattern.

Figure 10b presents hydrographs of points 7–12 in terms of depths, u- and v-velocity
for the F-shaped flow pattern. For points 7–9, overall goodness of fit with the benchmark
was seen for the two approaches, suggesting marginal discrepancies of depths <~0.05
m and velocities <~0.03 ms−1. In contrast, greater discrepancies of ~0.32 ms−1 were
identified for the u-velocity of point 10. Here, a southeast-directional flux was found for the
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municipality domain approach, while a permanent ponding suggested by near-zero flow
velocities was seen for the sub-model approach. For points 11–12, depth overestimations
of ~ 0.05 m were shown in the sub-model approach for the sake of the closed boundary.
Although the municipality domain approach presents similar results to the benchmark, it
is worthwhile noticing that an opposite flow direction was found for the u-velocity. At this
point, the sub-model approach reproduces a more precise flow pattern compared to the
municipality domain approach. Notably, for points 6, 10 and 12, whereas an agreement
was found for depth hydrographs of three approaches, substantial divergences in flow
directions were identified. We think this is due to the backwater effect produced by the
closed downstream boundary. In addition, compared to flow depths, u- and v-velocities
are considered as more sensitive indicators implying whether the desired flow patterns
were reproduced correctly in the first place.

4.1.4. Computational Efficiencies

Table 3 shows the computational time tested on a laptop computer (Intel®Core™
i7-5600 CPU @ 2.60 GHZ, 8 GB of RAM). Based on GIS processing environments, phase
I is grouped into raster processing (1D network generation) and vector processing (fast-
inundation and upstream tracing operation), and their operational independencies are
maintained in the general workflow. That means, although the costly computational time
(e.g., 2321 s) is required for the raster processing, once accomplished, the targets-based
upstream tracing tasks could be processed quickly and repetitively in the vector processing
environment, thus ensuring the fast generation of various sub-models when different target
objects and rainfalls were specified.

Table 3. Comparison of computational efficiency when using different domain approaches.

Full-Basin
Domain

Approach

Sub-Model
Approach

Municipality
Domain

Approach

Input DEM’s grid extent
(Columns × Rows) 10,202 × 5263 10,202 × 5263 10,202 × 5263

Tailored grid extent
(Columns × Rows) × 903 × 967 701 × 612

Total No. of computational cells
(wet) 27,124,785 263,278 148,258

Pre-processing
time (s)

(Phase I)

Raster
processing × 2321 ×

Vector
processing × 111 ×

MIKE FLOOD
simulation time

(Phase II)

Elapsed time (s) 482,412 6090 2903

CPU time (s) 1,141,666 24,330 11,585

Time step (s) 0.2 0.2 0.2

By applying the sub-model approach, 99% of the computational cells were excluded
from the full-basin domain for numeric computations of 2D flows, thus resulting in a
factor 80 reduction with respect to elapsed time (calculated from Table 3). Although
the municipality domain approach also harvested time reductions, prediction accuracy
along the boundary areas was problematic due to the violation of the actual flow pattern
(Sections 4.1.1–4.1.3).

4.2. Boundary Condition Comparison Tests

Figure 11 shows the benchmarking discrepancies in terms of flood extents, flood
depths and points’ hydrographs when using different boundary conditions based on the
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same sub-model domain. In comparisons with three boundary conditions, the optimised
boundary condition suggested by the sub-model approach presents the minimal predictions
discrepancies of <~0.5 m from the benchmark solution, particularly at the terminal pour
point position. This is because the adopted 2D weir restores the actual flow pattern and
thus allows the spill-over to take place at a constant elevation level. Further, other than
the depth hydrographs, a goodness of fit against the benchmark solution was identified
in u- and v-velocities when using the optimised boundary condition (Figure 11g). Based
on this, we conclude that the suggested algorithm resolves the overestimations in Section
4.1 properly and yields the highest accuracy in flow dynamics along the boundary areas.
Yet, when the uniform open-boundary condition was used, significant underestimations
in maximum flood extents and flood depths were seen along the edges of the sub-model
domain, where unrealistic 2D flow leakages were identified due to the lowered spilling
level. As such, we consider the open-boundary condition inappropriate since the 2D flows
derived is inconsistent to the predefined 1D runoff conditions.

4.3. General Applicability Tests

Figure 12 shows the outputs of four different sub-models (Sub-model A, B, C and D)
in terms of 1D static flow conditions, identified computational domains and corresponding
MIKE FLOOD’s 2D predictions. In accordance with Section 2.2, a longer return period
rainfall resulted in a longer maximum tracing distance. However, in response to the
50-year return period rainfall, Sub-model B identified the longest tracing distance of
2535 m as well as the highest maximum spill-over volumes of 43,945 m3. The reason
for this exception is due to its special catchment topographies, where only one flood
propagation channel was identified discharging the substantial runoffs accumulated from
the largest catchment area of 1,676,207 m2. Conversely, as the result of substantial tracing-
brake features identified during shorter return period rainfalls, scattered independent
areas suggesting localised flooding phenomenon were found in the southern part of Sub-
model C and the northern part of Sub-model D. As for 2D flow prediction accuracy, high
goodness of fit with the benchmark was observed for all four sub-models. Notably, RMSE
values suggested marginal discrepancies <0.05 m compared to benchmark results. This is
because the optimised boundary conditions achieve more precise peak level predictions
in downstream regions as opposed to the uniform closed-boundary conditions (maps
showing the detailed benchmarking discrepancies for the four sub-model predictions are
provided in Appendix B). For computing time comparisons, similar vector processing time
was observed for the sub-impact zones screening procedure when targeting the different
number of buildings. Compared to the benchmark, significant time reduction factors of
45–553 were yielded for the four sub-models. Yet, due to the difference in the generation
of reduced domains (e.g., modelling grid extent and total No. of computational cells),
time-savings for each sub-model differ from one case to another, demonstrating the case
dependency (targets-specified) of this approach. In general, the sub-model approach
provides robust performance when processing onto different terrain morphologies as well
as different rainfall return periods. Thus, it is a feasible approach to reducing the computing
time for 2D models.
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Figure 11. Benchmarking discrepancies using different boundary condition strategies: (a) the opti-
mised boundary condition’s flood extent categorised map, (b) the uniform closed-boundary condi-
tion’s flood extent categorised map, (c) the uniform open-boundary condition’s flood depth difference
map, (d) the optimised boundary condition’s flood depth difference map, (e) the uniform closed-
boundary condition’s flood depth difference map, (f) the uniform open-boundary condition’s flood
depth difference map; (g) flood depth, u- and v-velocity hydrographs for points 6, 10 and 12 using
the different boundary conditions.
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Figure 12. Four sub-models’ 1D flow conditions, identified computational domains and their cor-
respondent MIKE FLOOD predictions based on various types of terrain morphologies and rainfall
return periods in 1–100 years: (a) Sub-model A, (b) Sub-model B, (c) Sub-model C and (d) Sub-model
D. The optimised boundary conditions suggested by the sub-model approach are used for four
sub-model simulations, where 2D outlets are established at the terminal pour points position that
allows for water spilling at the pour point level. The detailed inputs, outputs, prediction validation
and computational time information for each sub-model are provided in the table.

5. Discussion

The presented method can tailor 2D grids based on various specified targets, which
results in cost-efficient tailor-made sub-models. The strengths, weaknesses and associated
potentials are discussed as follows:

Firstly, as suggested by the domain reduction tests, the criteria determining com-
putational cells for configuring 2D domains may affect 2D flow patterns substantially.
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Here, the sub-model approach identifies computational cells that indicate main flow paths
(channel-flows) and corresponding catchment areas (sheet-flows) explicitly, whilst multiple
terminal pour points are sufficiently detected and accommodated with suitable hydraulic
alternatives (i.e., 2D weirs). At this point, the reduced domains, as well as the optimised
boundary conditions, ensure accurate 2D replications of actual flow patterns. Yet, when
using the criteria of municipality borders, the reduced domain—due to the exclusion of
the critical inflow path cell (upstream) and the inclusion of irrelevant catchment cells
(downstream)—may result in flood underestimations, as well as shifted positions for the
terminal pour points. In this sense, the inundation simulation has failed to reproduce the
actual flow pattern in the first place, such that the subsequent 2D predictions are ques-
tionable. For the same reason, the reduced domains based on other criteria, e.g., cutting
off elevation cells greater than a certain threshold or making a buffer at a certain spatial
distance, are problematic. As the determination of the threshold values for these cut-off
methods tends to be subjective, it is difficult to tell whether more or fewer errors would be
introduced due to the added or reduced domains. Thus, we conclude that, without perceiv-
ing the surface runoff network from a broad basin perspective, the subjectively determined
domains most likely alter the actual flow pattern to various extents. As opposed to other
methods exclusively based on the criteria of flow directions (e.g., ArcGIS’ Basin/Watershed
tool or Arc-Malstrøm’s tracing functions), the sub-model approach further includes new
criteria of the mass balance by enabling the 1D static flow routing, thus facilitating more
valid domain reductions for the large-scale case area. However, these two approaches
may result in identical domains in case that catastrophic events pose basin-wise spilling
configurations. Here, a GIS-based automated tool that determines an optimal 1D/2D hy-
brid surface modelling strategy by replacing secondary important 2D surface components
(grids) with 1D surface hydraulic alternatives is considered as a future solution to reduce
the computational time even further [65].

Secondly, the sub-model approach yields substantial time-savings by eliminating
the domain irrelevant to specific targets. To pursue the desired computational efficiency,
modellers may sharpen their focus by prioritising a few critical ones, as a limited number
of target objects may result in more valid domain reductions, i.e., more time-savings.
Here, in contrast to the full-domain approach that includes all targets (details) as much
as possible, this method would in turn force the users to rethink the question: “Which of
the relevant overland flow components are really needed based on the specific modelling
task?”, thus avoiding the prohibitive computational costs in the first place. For the same
reason, the targets-specified strategy does not provide any flood information outside the
focus areas as considered as not-necessary for the specified task. Yet, based on distinct
targets, the sub-model approach decomposes a large-scale model into many independent
small sub-models (e.g., Sub-model A, B, C and D). The computational independencies
of different sub-models would allow for parallel processing of multiple sub-models in a
computer cluster environment without further accounting for flow interactions across their
domain boundaries, thus reducing the computing time significantly. As another alternative
solution, modellers may also adopt the coarse-grids approach to fast complementing the
predictions beyond the prioritised domains, and the final large-scale flood results fused
from two parallel simulations (i.e., fine/coarse grids) should provide sufficient information
whilst maintaining a marginal increase in overall computing time. Furthermore, due to
the automation of the GIS-based procedure, the sub-model approach integrated with a
real-time weather radar system may increase the possibility of applying 2D models into
real-time forecasting applications in the future. In this case, unlike a ‘one for all’ forecasting
approach where predictive results of all possible future scenarios are provided based on
one calibrated model, the sub-model approach would enable a more feasible forecasting
solution in the adaption of real-world dynamics by reducing the scenario uncertainties
through a real-time sub-model generation process.

Finally, the sub-model approach deploys a GIS-based multi-scale simulation frame-
work to obtain final predictions stepwise. From excluding different incidental modelling
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complexities according to the modelling purposes specified for the two phases separately,
the sub-model approach deliberately uses different complex routings (i.e., 1D static/2D
hydrodynamic flows) at multiple scales (i.e., basin/local catchment). Thus, the overall pro-
cedure achieves holistic computational efficiency compared to a single-time as-realistic-as-
possible simulation for the large-scale inundation event. Further, without having additional
efforts for code modifications in numeric engines, the implementation of the sub-model ap-
proach on other full 2D models should be straightforward. As most existing full 2D models
perform similar peak water level predictions with marginal discrepancies in dense urban
areas [79], it is anticipated that the obtained validation results (Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2)
proven based on MIKE FLOOD should fit for other full 2D engines—at least for the peak
water levels. Yet, due to the various ways of coding velocity in full 2D models, the valida-
tion results for velocity hydrographs are representative for MIKE FLOOD only. In addition,
this approach is initially designed for dealing with flood inundation processes dominated
by overland flows. However, when rainfall amounts are low, the enhanced influence of the
underground drainage system may affect the overland flow continuity, thus affecting do-
main reductions. For the sake of this limitation, adding a drainage component to represent
the drainage system comprehensively could be one option. As an alternative, modellers are
recommended to apply the rainfall reduction approach to roughly estimate the drainage
capacity in the 1D static models at the basin scale. So, the significance of the drained
volumes towards the targeted inundations can be determined prior to the further inclusion
of more detailed 1D drainage simulation at the local catchment scale. In addition, the sinks’
spill-overs in the current sub-model approach are simplified as “static” and single direction
spilling. Therefore, incorporating a dynamic 1D routing (dynamic wave/kinematic wave)
and a multi-direction-spilling component would add more accuracies to flow pattern rep-
resentations, thus ensuring more precise domain reductions. However, given the main
characteristics of urban flooding (i.e., fast concentration time, minor infiltration), we think
the 1D-hierarchical-network-based static model is a sufficiently accurate option accounting
for the trade-off between needed accuracy and computational time (Figure A2).

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a targets-specified grids-tailored sub-model approach to reducing
the computing time for large-scale high-resolution 2D urban flood modelling. By utilising
the enabled 1D static flows to trace sub-impact zones relevant to specific target objects,
critical computational cells, that configure reduced computation domains as well as opti-
mised boundary conditions, are extracted from a full-basin DEM’s high-resolution grids
for MIKE FLOOD simulations. The outcome is tailor-made sub-models that require less
computational efforts while avoiding significant losses in the prediction accuracy. The pro-
posed method was tested for a basin area, the impacts of domain reductions and optimised
boundary conditions towards MIKE FLOOD were validated, and the robustness of the
suggested method was tested by targeting four focus areas accounting for different rainfalls
as well as different terrain morphologies. The main findings are outlined as follows:

• The proposed sub-model approach performs 45–553 times faster processing in MIKE
FLOOD by reducing 99% computational cells deemed to be irrelevant according to
specified targets, i.e., specific buildings and specified precipitations; Domain reduc-
tion tests reveal minor discrepancies against the benchmark (i.e., full-basin domain)
concerning peak water levels when using the sub-model approach, and the general
error deviations are within a marginal level <0.05 m. The internal point hydrographs
indicate general consistent spatial-temporal variations in water depths and flow ve-
locities. Due to the violation of the actual flow pattern, differences were found in u-
and v-velocities. However, the boundary condition comparison test reveals that the
optimised boundary conditions resolve these potential errors properly. As suggested
by the general applicability test, the performance of the sub-model approach is robust
when dealing with different terrain morphologies as well as different rainfall return
periods, whilst their RMSE are maintained at the marginal level of <1.5 cm.
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• Domains configured by critical cells impact the final 2D predictions substantially. The
sub-model approach incorporates relevant flow patterns explicitly by tracing 1D static
routing and accommodates commensurate hydraulic alternatives (i.e., 2D weirs) at
terminal pour point positions, thus ensuring precise representations of actual flow
patterns in a configured 2D domain compared to other approaches. As opposed
to the full-domain approach that implies general modelling targets, the sub-model
approach considers the flood information outside the focus areas irrelevant to the
specified targets. Further, the independencies in-between various sub-models are a
substantial advantage to parallel processing of many small sub-models in computer
cluster environments without further considering information interactions across
domain boundaries. Alternatively, modellers are recommended to use coarse grids to
complement flood predictions beyond the prioritised domains.

• With a GIS-based multiple-scale simulation framework, the sub-model approach
decomposes a computationally expensive large-scale simulation process into two
phases by emphasizing appropriate modelling complexities at multiple scales, which
results in a holistic modelling efficiency. Besides, without reprogramming existing
codes in numeric engines, the implementation of the sub-model approach on other
full 2D models is straightforward. Furthermore, with the automation of the GIS-
based procedure, the sub-model approach is considered as a promising solution to the
realisation of the 2D real-time forecasting system when integrated with a real-time
weather radar system.
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Appendix A. Comparison Tests Using the Uniform Open-Boundary Condition

The comparison test using the uniform open-boundary condition are presented from
the perspective of maximum flood extents (Figure A1a,b) and maximum flood depths
(Figure A1c,d). Significant underestimations in maximum flood extents and maximum
flood depths were seen for the two approaches. Due to the massive leakages of runoff
volumes via the open-boundary conditions, the 2D runoffs, which were supposed to ac-
cumulate locally and then flowed into the central area, escaped directly from their closest
edges. These hydraulic behaviours violated the pre-defined 1D flow pattern; thus, these re-
sults were recognised as miss-predictions and must not be used for domain reduction tests.
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Figure A1. Maximum depth flood extents and maximum depth differences with the uniform open-
boundary condition: (a) Sub-model approach’s categorised map, (b) Municipality domain approach’s
categorised map, (c) Sub-model approach’s depth difference map, (d) Municipality domain ap-
proach’s depth difference map.
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Appendix B. Extracted 2D Rainfalls for Four Sub-Models and Detailed Benchmarking
Comparison Maps for Four Sub-Model Predictions

Figure A2. The first column represents the reduced 2D rainfalls associated with different data
volumes in dfs2 file (MIKE FLOOD 2D’s input file format); the second column represents maximum
depth flood extent’s categorised maps for four sub-models and the third column represents maximum
depth’s depth difference map for four sub-models.
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